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Ice cream

Ice-cream

Steven Tyler, J Lo and Kate Gosselin all went out looking very Adjective . But they all decided that they

wanted to be gregarious at an ice cream shop.

As they walked into the ice-cream shop, called the "Purple Paw"; they thought the name for that was

impecunious because "What does ice cream have to do with the name "Purple Paw?"; Kate asked. "I don't know

...it is just Adjective ; said Â Tyler. As J Lo went to go choose her ice-cream she noticed that there were

an Adjective number of flavors including chocolate berry pomegranate, Â or vanilla sherbet, or bumble

gum berry twist but the one that was the most pariah is the "Purple Paw Philly Fan ice-cream"; replies the clerk.

"Oh"; says Steven. "What is in it?"; "That's Adjective it is just snickers, butter, reeces, starburst, chocolate

chips, lemonade, whip cream, brownies, cream cheese and spices!"; Well to them it looked nothing more but like

Verb ice-cream with brown food coloring in it and it looked nasty!!! "Ok then, thank you "; said Kate.

As J Lo went to order she decided to pick the bumble gum berry twist, she was hoping she would get

Adjective and like it!!! Then it was time for Steven to pick his flavor! He wanted one that was

Adjective so he choose chocolate berry pomegranate.....which he later tried and said that it was very

algid but he was very Adjective at how good it was! "Ok I will just have what he got!"; said Kate. After

handing Kate her ice-cream the clerk then walked over to the cash register and J Lo paid the $8.27 for their

ice-cream.



As they left they got in the car and they all talked about their Adjective ice-cream flavor and how it

looked nasty and might get many Noun . They then said that the ice-cream that they all had was

Noun . So they drove home all of them thinking about the ice-cream flavor that they wanted to create

together when they got home!!!!
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